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the benefits of arm architecture are particularly apparent in cloud and server workloads. for example, amazon ec2, amazon ecs and amazon eks now natively support arm architecture. additionally, amazon elastic compute cloud (ec2) p2 instances are the first instances to offer nvidia p100
gpus with more than 16 gb of dedicated memory. the p2 instances offer a lot of flexibility in terms of how you configure hardware, all in the name of standardizing on arm. amazon authorized training partner provides many commercial courses and services for arm architecture. the design
and architecture of the interconnect to each module is standardized on the arm architecture, further simplifying the ecosystem by standardizing on a common hardware interface. the arm platform offers customers an additional ten years of battery life and lower thermal design power (tdp)

compared to x86-64 architecture. arm-based servers can potentially avoid overheating problems, although as the number of active cores increases and in the presence of multiple sockets, more efficient cooling will be required. one of the most significant changes with the arrival of arm
architecture is the move from x86 to arm is an architectural, not a number of cores. this is the difference between 32 core and 128 core. the physical embodiment of each core is still the same, but as the number of cores increases, the hyperthreading technology and address space

becomes ineffective. on arm architectures cores share hyperthreading technology and execute the same instructions simultaneously in a similar manner as x86-64. in the case of the arm architecture, the number of cores supported is limited to 3.63 times the number of physical cores.
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ec2 mac instances are powered by 3rd generation intel xeon scalable processors (code named ice lake) with an all-core turbo frequency of 3.5 ghz, offer up to 15% better compute price performance over r5 instances, and always-on memory encryption using intel total memory encryption
(tme). amazon ec2 mac instances use a lower-case i to indicate they are intel-powered instances. for more information about optimal tme driver for mac os x, see this article. amazon r6i instances are powered by 3rd generation intel xeon scalable processors (code named ice lake) with an
all-core turbo frequency of 3.5 ghz, offer up to 15% better compute price performance over r5 instances, and always-on memory encryption using intel total memory encryption (tme). amazon ec2 r6i instances use a lower-case i to indicate they are intel-powered instances. r6i instances
provide a new instance size (r6i.32xlarge) with 128 vcpus and 1,024 gib of memory, 33% more than the largest r5 instance. they also provide up to 20% higher memory bandwidth per vcpu than r5 instances, allowing customers to efficiently perform real-time analysis for data-intensive

ai/ml, gaming, and high performance computing (hpc) applications.r6i also give customers up to 50 gbps of networking speed and 40 gbps of bandwidth to the amazonelastic block store, twice that of r5 instances. r6i also allows customers to use elastic network adapter (ena) driver
update. for more information on optimal ena driver for r6i, see this article. for more information about configuring amazon ec2 instances, see the following resources: amazon ec2 instance types setting up and configuring amazon ec2 instances setting up a windows amazon ec2 instance

configuring windows instances to allow remote control data storage on windows instances 5ec8ef588b
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